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Abstract 
The performance of the retailing sector for the past few years is 

outstanding and witnesses a huge revamping exercise, 

significantly contributed by the growth of the organized retailing. 

Rapid urbanization, exposure to large number of foreign brands 

and changing lifestyle and preferences has contributed to the 

growth of retailing in India. This study on customer perception 

on retailing services aims to identify the dimensions in which the 

services provided by the organized retail outlets to the customers 

and also it revels the dimensional measure and the perception of 

the customers. Further this study explores the factors that derive 

the perception of the customers on services in organized retail. 

Key Words: Customer Perception, Retail Services, Organized 

Retailing. 

 

1. Introduction 

The term retail format has been used under several 

contexts in the retailing literature. Retailing include the 

business activities involved in selling goods and services to 

consumers for their personal, family, household or 

business use. It includes each and every sale to the final 

consumer. Retailing is the last stage in the distribution 

process.  

 

Retailer                                   Consumer 

 

Today the retail trade comprises a wide and varied 

collection of outlets for goods and services. In order that 

retail exchange can take place, the retailer must offer to 

sell products and services that are valued by customers. 

Retailers create value for customers by offering the right 

merchandise, creating a pleasant atmosphere, decreasing 

shopping  risks,  increasing shopping convenience and 

reducing price by controlling costs. 

 

Retailers provide important functions that increase the 

value of the product and services they sell to consumers 

and facilitate the distribution of those products and 

services for the manufacturers to produce them. These 

value-creating functions in the operations which includes
  

 

1. Providing an assortment of products and service 

2. Breaking bulk 

3. Holding inventory 

4. Providing services 

 

Retailers are the final business supply chain that links 

manufacturers to consumers. A supply chain is a set of 

firms that make and deliver a given set of goods and 

services to the ultimate consumer. 

The Indian retail market which is estimated to almost 

double from a US $ 330 billion in 2008 to a US $ 637 

billion by 2015 is undoubtedly an attractive emerging 

market.
 
During 2009-12 the organized retail market in 

India is estimated to grow at a 31% per annum rate with 

retail real estate growing at greater rate from existing 41 

mn sq ft to a 95 mn sq ft. Global players like Wal-Mart, 

Metro coexist with domestic corporate behemoths like 

Reliance, Neelkamal, Aditya Birla Group or Bharti group 

to tap the consumption potential of the 6 million affluent 

with more than INR 215,000 household income along with 

a 75 million well off population earning between INR 

45,000 and 215,000. 

 

1.1 Customer Perception 

As Perception is the process of selecting, organizing, and 

interpreting information inputs to produce meaning. 

Recognition, selection, organization, and interpretation of 

particular stimulus are a highly individual process subject 

to individual needs, values, and expectations. A stimulus is 

any unit of input to any of the senses. The same stimulus 

may be perceived differently by different set of customers 

based on their unique personal and situational context. 

Hence, the indifferent service offered at any retail stores 

may be perceived positively by a certain set of customers 

due to the opportunity it provides them to look up the 

product at leisure. However, another set of customers may 
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perceive it negatively, assuming it to be a reflection of the 

lack of interest of the store management in the needs of the 

customer. Customers usually seek out the favorable 

information on the products which are compatible with 

their needs, values and expectation and try to avoid 

unpleasant information.  

For example: Indian consumer initially perceived Mc 

Donald’s outlets as costly and were not well aware of its 

product offerings. To overcome this perception among 

prospective consumers, Mc Donald’s management 

introduced low cost deserts, products likewise ice-cream 

for ten rupees, their some special products for rupees 

twenty only. 

 

1.2 Growing Retail Market in India 

 
Source: KSA Technopak             (Rs in Billions) 

 

The retail environment today is changing more rapidly than 

ever before (Dabholkar, 1996)
10

. Currently India has a 

market of compound annual growth rate is 350 billion US$ 

and is expected to grow at a rate of 35-40% annually till 

next five years. If the growth results in positive manner it 

will become highest in south Asia region. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to Chakarborty (June, 2010), Indian retail is 

booming sector and mainly the organizing retail sector is 

witnessing a radical change. Indian consumers are looking 

for product variety. One of the internationalized retail 

formats is discount store format. Managing this particular 

retail format in Indian culture needs an understanding of 

Indian Customers’ perception towards the services in 

organized retail outlets.  

S.P. Thenmozhi Raja, Dr. D. Dhanapal & Dr. P. 

Sathyapriya (2011) explained that the most critical 

challenge for a business is the improvement of service and 

product quality. They also explained that perception of 

retail service quality varies across different cities, the 

retailers can meet the customer expectations based on the 

factors drive them. 

K.C. Mittal and Anupama Parashar (2010) explained that 

irrespective of area, people prefer grocery stores to be 

nearby, product assortment is important for grocery. 

Ambience of the grocery stores has been perceived 

differently by people of different areas and prices are 

equally important for all grocery. Perception and 

preference towards importance of service was also 

different across different areas.  

According to Uusitalo, 2001, retail attributes refers to a 

combination of store and product attributes. The overall 

perceptions of customers about the retail store are a result 

of product attributes and store attributes. Consumer 

perceptions of store attributes are influenced by retail 

format, type of the products, cultural value, shopping 

intention and customer base. Customers perception on 

product attributes vary according to product nature and 

socio economic nature of the consumer. 

2.1 Objective of the study  

 

1. To study the growth of Organized retailing in India. 

2. To understand the customer perception from the    

organized retail industry. 

3. To study the factors influencing customer perception.   

 

3. Research Methodology 

 

The objective of this research paper is to find out the 

factors influencing customer perception and growth of 

organized retail industry in the area of Rayalaseema 

region, A.P, India. In this regard, the data was collected on 

11 factors about the organized retail stores– Quality, 

Availability of products, Availability of brands, Freshness 

of Product, Product Information, Promotional offers, 

Discounts, Special offers, Credit availability, ATM 

facility, Loyalty points. 

 

3.1 Sample size:  

 

A total of 257 questionnaires for respondents residing in 

Rayalaseema region especially in Kadapa city were formed 

for the study out of which only 200 respondents turned 

beneficial for the study. Convenience sampling method has 

been followed for collecting the response from the 

respondents. The data has been collected from the 

customers who have visited the departmental stores, 

grocery shops, local market, supermarkets, etc. 

 

3.2 Sources of data:  

 

The study is based on both primary and secondary data. 

The primary data has been collected by a structured 
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questionnaire through interview method and secondary 

data has been collected from books, manuals, journals and 

internet. It has been tried that samples are selected to cover 

all classes of people and of different age groups as the 

sample size.  

 

3.3 Tools for analysis: 

  

Reliability Check, Factor Analysis, Regression, Chi-Square 

tests have been used to analyze the data and get results. 

Cronbach’s alpha has been run to check their reliability. 

Factor analysis is basically used to condense the larger 

number of variables in fewer variables and here, this 

technique is used to determine significant factors 

influencing customer choice regarding retail industry. 

  

 4. Data Facts and Findings 

 

4.1 Reliability  

 
Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.735 11 

 

 
Scale Statistics 

Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

37.76 39.105 6.253 11 

Inference:  Cronbach’s alpha has been run to check their 

reliability. The overall alpha for the all items is 0.735, 

which is very high and indicates strong internal 

consistency among the given items. 

4.2 Factor Analysis 

 
KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .710 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 418.248 

Df 55 

Sig. .000 

 

Factor Analysis is a data reduction technique. Before we 

proceed for factor analysis first the researcher tested the 

eligibility of the data by checking KMO- Bartlett's test 

which is a measure of sampling adequacy. The KMO value 

is 0.710 >0.5 indicates multivariate normality among 

variables. Further significance value is less than .005 the 

researcher proceeds with factor analysis. 

Factor:  The initial no. of factors is the same as the no. of 

variables used in the factors analysis. However not all 11 

factors will be retained. In this example only the first 04 

factors will be retained since their Eigen value is greater 

than 1. 

Total Variance Explained 

 Initial Eigen  

Values 

Extraction sums of 

squared loadings 

Rotation sums of 

squared loadings 

Total % of 

Varian

ce 

Cumul

ative 

% 

Tota

l 

% of 

Varia

nce 

Cumula

tive % 

Total % of 

Varianc

e 

Cumulat

ive % 

1 
3.17

0 

28.81

5 
28.815 

3.17

0 

28.81

5 
28.815 

2.08

1 
18.916 18.916 

2 
1.24

1 

11.28

1 
40.095 

1.24

1 

11.28

1 
40.095 

1.78

0 
16.182 35.098 

3 
1.06

9 
9.714 49.810 

1.06

9 
9.714 49.810 

1.56

4 
14.216 49.314 

4 
1.02

3 
9.298 59.108 

1.02

3 
9.298 59.108 

1.07

7 
9.794 59.108 

5 .890 8.094 67.203       

6 .810 7.363 74.565       

7 .774 7.033 81.598       

8 .691 6.286 87.884       

9 .683 6.209 94.094       

10 .377 3.428 97.521       

11 .273 2.479 
100.00

0 

      

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 

 

Component Matrix 

 Component 

1 2 3 4 

Quality .816 -.208 .093 .113 

Availability of 

products 
.483 -.229 -.150 .379 

Availability of 

brands 
.223 .355 .483 .607 

Freshness of 

products 
.461 .153 .183 -.529 

Product 

Information 
.556 .569 -.277 -.179 

Promotional Offers .689 .592 -.037 -.031 

Discounts .517 -.113 -.235 .299 

Special offers .395 -.266 .622 -.230 

Credit card 

availability 
.548 -.254 .276 -.105 

ATM .535 -.268 -.269 .050 

Loyalty Points .462 -.320 -.320 -.172 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

  4 components extracted. 

 
Rotated Component Matrix 

 Component 

1 2 3 4 

Quality .660 .232 .479 .107 
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Availability of 

products 
.655 .004 .045 .144 

 Availability of 

brands 
.085 .116 .097 .864 

Freshness of 

products 
-.055 .487 .516 -.205 

Product 

Information 
.175 .842 -.037 -.029 

Promotional Offers .228 .840 .131 .228 

Discounts .629 .151 -.004 .085 

Special offers .034 -.043 .810 .090 

Credit availability .327 .080 .582 .010 

ATM .608 .123 .129 -.177 

Loyalty Points .501 .120 .163 -.395 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

 Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 

 

The PRINCIPAL COMPONENT MATRIX gives the 

component matrix which is rotated using the VARIMAX 

rotation technique which gives the ROTATED 

COMPONENT MATRIX .Rotation of factors helps in the 

better interpretation of factors. Since the first factor in the 

ROTATED COMPONENT MATRIX is heavily loaded 

with Quality. Factor loading Value of 0.660 which is the 

highest for the first factor the first factor represents 

Quality. 

The second factor is heavily loaded with Product 

information (0.842) and Promotional Offers (0.840) hence 

factor 2 represents Product information Promotional Offers 

and thus the subsequent factors can be interpreted based on 

their Eigen value. The final list of 04 factors which 

collectively account for 59 % of the variance in the data is 

shown below 

S.NO                    Factor name Factor loading 

1 Quality 0.660 

2 Product information  and Promotional 

Offers  

0.842 & 0.840 

3 Special offers 0.810 

4 Availability of brands 0.864 

 

4.3 Regression 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R 

Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .555a .307 .290 1.099 

Predictors: (Constant), Promotional Offers, Availability of products, 

Availability of brands, Freshness of products, Product Information. 

 
 

Coefficients 

Model Un standardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. 

Error 

Beta 

Qu

alit

y 

(Constant) .037 .464 

 

.079 .937 

Availability of products .461 .084 .336 5.457 .000 

Availability of brands .171 .076 .144 2.263 .025 

Freshness of products .274 .084 .209 3.249 .001 

Product Information .199 .091 .172 2.184 .030 

.Promotional Offers .110 .117 .082 .934 .351 

Dependent Variable: 1.Quality 

 

From the above table required regression line 

Quality of the product = 0.037 + 0.461(availability of the 

products) + 0.171(availability of brands) + 0.274(freshness 

of the product) + 0.199(product information) 

+0.110(promotional offers). 

4.4 Crosstabs 

4.4.1 Income *Quality 

Ho1: There is no significant association between income of 

the customers and their opinions on quality of the Product. 

 
Crosstab 

 Quality Total 

strongl

y 

disagr

ee 

disag

ree 

neutral agree Strong

ly 

agree 

Inc

om

e 

below 

10000 

Count 6 5 4 8 25 48 

% within 

Income 
12.5% 

10.4

% 
8.3% 

16.7

% 
52.1% 100.0% 

10000               

-25000 

Count 5 1 2 16 35 59 

% within 

Income 
8.5% 1.7% 3.4% 

27.1

% 
59.3% 100.0% 

25000- Count 7 6 6 25 34 78 
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50000 % within 

Income 
9.0% 7.7% 7.7% 

32.1

% 
43.6% 100.0% 

above 

50000 

Count 2 0 2 4 7 15 

% within 

Income 
13.3% 0.0% 13.3% 

26.7

% 
46.7% 100.0% 

Total 

Count 20 12 14 53 101 200 

% within 

Income 
10.0% 6.0% 7.0% 

26.5

% 
50.5% 100.0% 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 11.856a 12 .457 

Likelihood Ratio 13.413 12 .340 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
.003 1 .958 

N of Valid Cases 200   

a. 10 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is .90. 

 

From the above table chi square is not significant (sig. 

value is greater than 0.05), no evidence to reject null 

hypothesis. It means that there is no significant association 

between income of the customers and their opinions on 

quality of the product. 

 

4.4.2 Income *Availability of brands 

 

Ho1: There is no significant association between income 

and their opinions on availability of the product 

 

 
Crosstab 

 Availability of brands Total 

strongl

y 

disagr

ee 

disag

ree 

neutral agree Strongly 

agree 

Inc

om

e 

below 

10000 

Count 5 6 13 18 6 48 

% within 

Income 
10.4% 

12.5

% 
27.1% 37.5% 12.5% 100.0% 

10000-

25000 

Count 5 10 19 20 5 59 

% within 

Income 
8.5% 

16.9

% 
32.2% 33.9% 8.5% 100.0% 

25000-

50000 

Count 7 13 31 23 4 78 

% within 

Income 
9.0% 

16.7

% 
39.7% 29.5% 5.1% 100.0% 

above 

50000 

Count 2 4 2 5 2 15 

% within 

Income 
13.3% 

26.7

% 
13.3% 33.3% 13.3% 100.0% 

Total 

Count 19 33 65 66 17 200 

% within 

Income 
9.5% 

16.5

% 
32.5% 33.0% 8.5% 100.0% 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 8.126a 12 .775 

Likelihood Ratio 8.423 12 .751 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
1.383 1 .240 

N of Valid Cases 200   

a. 7 cells (35.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is 1.28. 

 

From the above table chi square is not significant (sig. 

value is greater than 0.05), no evidence to reject null 

hypothesis. It means that there is no significant association 

between income and their opinions on availability of 

brands of the product. 

 

4.4.3 Income *Promotional Offers 

 

Ho1: There is no significant association between  

          income and their opinions on promotional    

          offers of the product. 

 
Crosstab 

 Promotional Offers Total 

strongl

y 

disagr

ee 

Disagr

ee 

neutral agree Strong

ly 

agree 

Inc

om

e 

below 

10000 

Count 2 7 14 19 6 48 

% within 

Income 
4.2% 14.6% 29.2% 39.6% 12.5% 

100.0

% 

 

10000-

25000 

 

 

 

Count 

4 5 15 31 4 59 

% within 

Income 
6.8% 8.5% 25.4% 52.5% 6.8% 

100.0

% 

25000-

50000 

Count 5 5 29 29 10 78 

% within 

Income 
6.4% 6.4% 37.2% 37.2% 12.8% 

100.0

% 

 

above 

50000 

 

Count 
0 1 6 8 0 15 

% within 

Income 
0.0% 6.7% 40.0% 53.3% 0.0% 

100.0

% 

Total 

Count 11 18 64 87 20 200 

% within 

Income 
5.5% 9.0% 32.0% 43.5% 10.0% 

100.0

% 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 10.858a 12 .541 

Likelihood Ratio 12.954 12 .372 

Linear-by-Linear Association .022 1 .881 

N of Valid Cases 200   

a. 9 cells (45.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected 

count is .83. 

 

 

From the above table chi square is not significant (sig. 

value is greater than 0.05), no evidence to reject null 

hypothesis. It means that there is no significant association 

between income and their opinions on promotional offers 

of the product. 

 

4.4.4 Income * Special offers 

Ho1: There is no significant association between income 

and their opinions on special offers of the product. 
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Crosstab 

 Special offers Total 

strongl

y 

disagr

ee 

disagr

ee 

Neutral Agre

e 

Strong

ly 

agree 

Inc

om

e 

below 

10000 

Count 5 8 15 15 5 48 

% within 

Income 
10.4% 16.7% 31.2% 

31.2

% 
10.4% 

100.0

% 

10000-

25000 

Count 2 7 22 22 6 59 

% within 

Income 
3.4% 11.9% 37.3% 

37.3

% 
10.2% 

100.0

% 

25000-

50000 

Count 4 12 28 23 11 78 

% within 

Income 
5.1% 15.4% 35.9% 

29.5

% 
14.1% 

100.0

% 

above 

50000 

Count 1 1 3 5 5 15 

% within 

Income 
6.7% 6.7% 20.0% 

33.3

% 
33.3% 

100.0

% 

Total 

Count 12 28 68 65 27 200 

% within 

Income 
6.0% 14.0% 34.0% 

32.5

% 
13.5% 

100.0

% 

 

 

 
 

From the above table chi square is not significant (sig. 

value is greater than 0.05), no evidence to reject null 

hypothesis. It means that there is no significant association 

between income and their opinions on special offers of the 

product. 

 

4.4.5 Income * Discounts 

Ho1: There is no significant association between    

         income and their opinions on discounts price 

 
Crosstab 

 Discounts Total 

strong

ly 

disagr

ee 

disag

ree 

Neutral agre

e 

Strongly 

agree 

Inc

om

e 

below 

10000 

Count 1 7 17 22 1 48 

% 

within 

Income 

2.1% 
14.6

% 
35.4% 

45.8

% 
2.1% 100.0% 

10000-

25000 

Count 1 11 20 19 8 59 

% 

within 

Income 

1.7% 
18.6

% 
33.9% 

32.2

% 
13.6% 100.0% 

25000- Count 4 20 30 17 7 78 

50000 % 

within 

Income 

5.1% 
25.6

% 
38.5% 

21.8

% 
9.0% 100.0% 

above 

50000 

Count 1 2 4 7 1 15 

% 

within 

Income 

6.7% 
13.3

% 
26.7% 

46.7

% 
6.7% 100.0% 

Total 

Count 7 40 71 65 17 200 

% 

within 

Income 

3.5% 
20.0

% 
35.5% 

32.5

% 
8.5% 100.0% 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 15.229a 12 .229 

Likelihood Ratio 15.991 12 .192 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 
1.491 1 .222 

N of Valid Cases 200   

a. 8 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum 

expected count is .53. 

 

From the above table chi square is not significant (sig. 

value is greater than 0.05), no evidence to reject null 

hypothesis. It means that there is no significant association 

between income and their opinions on discounts price. 

 

Conclusion 

  

Organized retailing in India has been maturing by passing 

through many trends with the entry of many big players 

trying to build and strengthen their retail business. And in 

the light of this situation some feel that the perception of 

the customer may loose out their existence. The study 

revealed that although organized retail is relatively new 

concept in the semi urban area, yet a clear cut perception 

has been establishes in the minds of shoppers in semi 

urban areas like kadapa city, A.P. In this regard, the data 

was collected on 11 factors about the organized retail 

store. A picture of various segments based on factors 

influencing customer perception has been establishes 

successfully by way of our present study. 

      

Results of the present study are indicators of the fact that 

the factors across these retail formats followed by the 

retailers for effective and enhancing the sales of the retail 

outlet based on the customer perception factors. Customer 

perception and factors influencing customer perception are 

the important drivers influencing consumers to visit the 

retail outlets. All these 11 factors which enhances the 

perception of customers like quality of product, availability 

of brands, availability of products, freshness of product, 

product information, promotional offers, discounts, special 

offers, credit availability, ATM facility, and loyalty points. 

All these factors are directly or indirectly contributing the 

growth of retail formats in Rayalaseema region. 
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From the above study it has been observed that the 

perception of semi urban customers based on their levels 

of income has no effect on quality. Hence it may be noted 

that the organized retailing in semi urban areas has great 

potential and growth. 
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